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A NARRATIVE OF BUTLER V. WOLF
SUSSMAN, INC.
STANDING To ENFORCE TRUSTS: RENEWING
AND EXPANDING PROFESSOR GAUBATZ'S
1984 DISCUSSION OF SETrLOR
ENFORCEMENT
IN HONOR OF PROFESSOR JOHN GAUBATZ:
THE FUNDAMENTALS OF ETHICALLY
REPRESENTING MULTIPLE CLIENTS IN
ESTATE PLANNING
PROBATE LAW REFORM AND NONPROBATE
TRANSFERS
UNIFYING THE RULES FOR WILLS AND
REVOCABLE TRUSTS IN THE FEDERAL
ESTATE TAX APPORTIONMENT ARENA:
SUGGESTIONS FOR REFORM
CRAWIFORD/DAvIS "TESTIMONIAL"
INTERPRETED, REMOVING THE CLUTTER;
APPLICATION SUMMARY
John T. Gaubatz
Edward C. Halbach, Jr.
John R. Price
Grayson M.P. McCouch 757
Ira Mark Bloom
Michael H. Graham 811
NOTES
How To DEAL WITH LABORATORY
REPORTS UNDER CRAWFORD V.
WASHINGTo01. A QUESTION WITH No
GOOD ANSWER
MEDICAL-MALPRACTICE CONTINGENCY-FEE
CAPS: A BiG VICTORY FOR FLORIDA'S
VOTERS AND TORT REFORMERS? MAYBE
NOT.
Loco PARENTS: A CASE FOR THE
OVERHAUL OF SOCIAL-HOST LIABILITY
IN FLORIDA
Cyrus P.W. Rieck
Michael Cristoforo
Samuel Randall
